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Elderly Man Dies Weeks After Being Pushed Off a Bus
Detectives Seek Witnesses of the Incident
On March 21, 2019 at approximately 4:49 p.m., LVMPD dispatch received a call of an
elderly male being pushed out of a bus near Fremont Street and 13th Street. Arriving
officers located the victim who refused any medical attention at the scene. The suspect
was not immediately located. The victim self-transported to UMC later that night due to his
injuries.
On May 3, 2019, detectives were notified by the victim’s family that he had died from his
injuries on April 23, 2019. The LVMPD Homicide Section took over the investigation and
determined that the suspect, later identified as 25-year-old Cadesha Bishop, was
argumentative with the people inside of the bus. When the bus stopped to allow
passengers off, Bishop and victim got into a verbal argument. As the victim attempted to
exit, Bishop shoved him out of the bus and onto the ground.
Bishop was located and arrested without incident on May 6, 2019. Bishop was transported
to CCDC where she faces a charge for open murder on an elderly-vulnerable person. A
booking photo of Bishop accompanies this release.
Homicide detectives are seeking assistance in locating any individuals who were present
during the incident. Video of the incident can be seen by clicking on the link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cz_XUcc7-eI
Anyone with any information about this incident is urged to contact the LVMPD Homicide
Section by phone at 702-828-3521, or by email at homicide@lvmpd.com. To remain
anonymous, contact Crime Stoppers by phone at 702-385-5555, or on the internet at
www.crimestoppersofnv.com.
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